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Editorial

LETTERS to the EDITOR
Senate Reply
"The act establishing the University provided that 'for the time
being, an admission fee and rates of tuition such as the Board of
Regents shall deem expedient, may be required of each pupil
As soon as the income shall permit, admission and tuitions shall be
free to all residents of the state. Thus three months after opening
the University, the Regents abolished tuition. Although repeated attempts to reimpose it have been made, the University remains
tuition-free to California residents."

...

The above statement can be found in the current CENTENNIAL
RECORD OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA. To the vast
majority of the people of the state, and including most U.C. students, this statement is accepted as fact. As recently as last August, the Regents confirmed their stand against tuition. And even this
past weekend, the Board considered the institution of a "student
charge," which rightly must be differentiated from tuition in that
any revenue would be used only for student services (loans, aid to
students from low income groups, etc.) On the other hand, tuition
(and likewise money from state support) becomes part of the general fund of the University, from which is drawn faculty salaries

Editor:
The following is a letter received
from. Peter Forsham, Chairman of
the Academic Senate on this campus. In it, he outlines the steps
being taken by the Senate to have
student representatives sit in on
various Senate Committee meetings, on a regular (and expanding?)
bais. It seems the Senate is gradually (although somewhat reluc-

tantly) developing the same philosophy many student organizations
presently have toward the Establishment, i.e. If you can't fight
them, join 'em.

Denis Micahud
Pres. ASUCMC
Dear Mr. Michaud:
It was a pleasure to have you

as academic non-senate. Next in
the queue should come the physicians, dentists, pharmacists,
nurses and technical people em-

to either starve or rely on Moffitt
Hospital's altered serving schedule. I realize that there are fewer

students here than usual but the

ployed by the University to say snack bar line could be kept open
nothing of the senior administra- for all three meals to take care
tive officers of the University such of those students remaining here.
as Vice Chancellors and Provosts The lounge too, could be kept open
who can only hold Senate memberfor rest and relaxation.
ship if they have professorial rank.
It's bad enough that we have
Then a horde of junior administra- to be here on long weekends, butto
tive officers and thousands upon starve besides is inhumane I
thousands of ordinary employees
Ellen Canepa
of the University. Mr. Midland,
Graduate School of
you are quite arrogant to try to
Nursing
push in at the head of such a long,
patient line.
Student opinion is quite valuable
to administrators and teachers
and only a fool would Ignore It, but Editor:
One of the aberrant concepts
after all, and in spite of the "community of scholars" viewpoint, which seems to surface from time
students are receiving much more to time at the Mcd Center is that
than they can contribute and their of "Health Rights." Sharon Mlndlin speaks of "people claiming
opinion must be considered a subjective one. Prescott Sullivan's that good health is their right,"
quotation has some pertinence (SYNAPSE, 1/19/68), and nowhere, "The Asylum seldom runs defunct CIPA published the "Health
smoothly when the inmates are Rights Handbook." Grantedthatthe
word "right" fills an emotional
allowed to take over."
Come to think of it, this applies void in some people, I cannot see
somewhat to Academic Senate ac- how any person can claim that he
tivities. The countryside is being has a "right" to "health." Health
combed, the bushes beaten, for a can only be a statistical concept,
superman to take the chancellor- which implies that a number of
ship of this campus. Students and people are Incapable of achieving
faculty then Insist that they tell what is called "health." Morehim what to do and how to do It over, to say that a person has a
through their committees. The right to health is to say that there
chancellor is necessary to take is somewhere a great hazy, amorthe responsibility for the decisions phous reservoir of health, a share
to which he is entitled. No matter
of the committees.
Ellsworth Kelly how you cut it, health care consists
of services rendered to people.

Health Rights

attend the Tuesday, January 23
meeting of the Coordinating Comcan attest through personal experience that the University of Calimittee of the Academic Senate.
fornia is certainly not a tuition-free University. On each registraOn the whole, I thought that the
tion day, each student pays approximately $80.00 in incidental fees reception of your ideas was very
to cover such expenses as student health. Yet each medical student favorable.
To confirm the decisions reachpays an additional $83.00 a quarter or $250.00 per year in extra
ed by the Committee:
charges, while dentistry and pharmacy students pay $200.00 per year.
This is not a student charge or additional incidental fee: it is tuition
(1) You will be regularly inin the truest sense of the word. It is even termed "tuition" on the vited to the Coordinating Comfee card. Nurses, dental hygienists, physical therapists, and graduate
mittee meetings and if you canstudents pay no such fee.
not accept, you can choose a depThe only rationale for this charge is based in tradition. The prouty.
fessional schools were originally privately owned, and when they be(2) Too, you may consider yourcame affiliated with the University, the tuition was continued. It has self regularly invited to all Dinot substantially changed In amount since the turn of the century. vision meetings (or your deputy)
What is the importance of this tuition in light of the total budget? and if you have any student matThe University requested a state allocation of funds in excess of ter coming up this can be pre300 million dollars to cover operating expenses. The total revenue sented to the meeting under the
collected from health science tuition (both here and at UCLA) repheading of Announcements from
If the government chooses to pay
resents about one tenth of one percent of this amount. No further
the President, ASUCMC so that
Inconvenience
for health services, this is a policomment as to the significance is necessary.
it can be presented early in the
tical decision. And no one says
Chancellor Willard Fleming has long been an opponent of this proceedings. Any actual Petitions Editor:
has the "right" to demand a
he
archaic practice. Since the 1930"s he has openly opposed this revefrom the Students can continue to
I would like to call the atten- certain outcome for a given polinue. Objections which he has received against the abolition of this be presented in the usual fashion.
tion of the Food Service to the
selective tuition usually fall into three main categories. l)"This
(3) I shall appoint a committee marked inconveniences andtrouble tical decision.
fee is low in comparison to other professional schools." This is in the next ten days consisting of
Earlier this year I questioned
they cause students at UCMCwhen
somewhat irrelevant to the issue, in that it is not the amount that is students and Senate members to they close the Union'seating facili- a member of the CIPA as to
in question, but rather the mere existence of such a fee in a "tuiwork out mechanisms whereties over long weekends. There whether he considered the Right
tion-free" University. 2) "An education in the health sciences is of by students can be invited to atare many students living in the to Health Services to be a metagreat economic value to the student in future income." This, of
tend meetings of some of the dorms and nearby who do not leave physical concept. No, he replied.
course, is true, but it is equally applicable to law, architecture, Senate committees and there take
for the weekend, and are forced
veterinary medicine, and engineering, to all of which this tuition part in discussion.
does not apply. 3) "Now is not the time to talk about a reduction
I will consult with you on the
in University income." Of course, no time is the ideal time to talk
choice of student to serve in this
about a reduction in income. Yet, if the matter of tuition and stucapacity in the near future.
dent charges is to be considered by the Board of Regents, let the
With best wishes.
Regents consider the whole matter, not just the side in which the
Governor is interested.
Yours Sincerely,
Peter H. Forsham, M.D.,
A committee of the Board of Regents has recommended that any
UNIVERSITY OF CAUFORNIA
proposed student charge be in addition to the tuition now paid by a
Chairman Senate, SF
segment of the health science students. The Regents are always
Division
SAN FRANCISCO MEDICAL CENTERis this not just that?
concerned about discriminating policies
GUY S. MILBERRY UNION
Why should a medical student pay an additional fee and not a
606-1878
San Francisco 22, California
nurse, a dental student pay and not a law student? Now is the time
S.
Union
Millberry
the
Guy
Published by
for the Regents to consider fully the whole tuition problem, and
Participation?
to evaluate this situation from a viewpoint unbiased by political
Editor: James A. McNamara, Dentistry
overtones.
This revenue plays a very insignificant role in the over all Editor:
to
Michaud's
Mr.
In reference
University financial picture. It is an archaic practice, based only
Editorial Staff: Barbara Britts, Nursing, Howard Darvey, Pharmacy; Dave
fervent plea for student participain tradition, which should be abolished.
Bomar, Dentistry, Bert Spilker, Post-Doctoral Fellow, Phyllis Long,
tion in the Academic Senate, it
Dental Hygiene; Jeanette Heer, Dental Hygiene, Sandy Marek,
should be brought to the attention
Nursing; Peggy Walsh, Dental Hygiene
James A. McNamara
of Mr. Michaud and all students
that there is quite a large group
Editor
ahead of them and that they should
Chief Technical Assistants: Karen Henzi, Pharmacy; Ellen Canepa, Graduate Nursing, Walt Prowell (d.w.)
take their place in line or "queue
during the
as
the
British
said
Ijup"
FredCahen
Publications Assistant
The Editorial Staff of the SYNAPSE welcomes all comments and liwar.
Ahead of Mr. Michaud in Photographer:
Ken Kellick
also
newspaper,
but
appears
that
which
this
in
only
of
not
'. discussion
the queue are hundreds of teachOpinions expressed in the SYNAPSE are those of the student editor and/or editor■ of any topic of interest to the Medical Center community. The exall of the clinical faculty,
;
ers;
ial staff unless otherwise indicated, and do not necessarily represent the views of
balanced,
of
a
existence
of
ideas
and
is
vitaltothe
viewpoints
" change
the University, or of the student governments, or of the Student Body as a whole.
: all of the "In residence" profes\ representative, and stimulating newspaper.
■ sor series, the research series,
Printed in the plant of the Howard Quinn Co.
Please address any "Letters to the Editor" to the SYNAPSE,
;|and the lecturers. This group is
298 Alabama Street, MArlcet 1 -3750
• Central Desk, first floor of Millberry Union.
: referred to in University jargonn
and capital outlay for building and improvement.
Yet approximately half of the students here at the Medical Center
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ASUCMC Statement On Increased Student Fees WORK STUDY:
What's Happening?
(The following is the ASUCMC Position
Statement on increased student fees written
by Denis. J. Michaud and adopted by the
ASUCMC Assembly February 1, 1968).
It is highly unlikely that the following
position statement will amount to anything
more than a futile gesture, insofar as influencing the final outcome or vote of our
illustrious Board of Regents, but I feel it is
incumbent upon us that we keep trying.
Thoreau once said that it takes two to speak
the truth,- one to speak, and another to hear.
I do not know whether any Regent has read
Thoreau, but based on their past record of
regarding student opinion, one must assume
that most of them are partially deafIn addition to suffering from intermittent cases of
vocal diarrhea.

STATEMENT
Based on evidence and statements made
by certain Regents, the AssociatedStudents
of the University of California Medical Center, through their representatives, hereby
resolve the following:
WHEREAS; The Regents of the University
of California voted down the principle of tuition at their August, 1967, meeting
WHEREAS; Health Science students in the
schools of Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmacy at the University of California have,
and still are, assessed a tuition for atten-

dance in these schools,
WHEREAS; It is known and substantiate
fact that there exists an alarming shortage
of professionals in the aforementioned
healthcare fields,
WHEREAS; A further increase in costs for
Health Science education would not only
exert undue hardship on some but prohibitive
barriers for others planning to enter these
fields,
BE IT RESOLVED.
First, that the ASUCMC Assembly voices
its concern and dismay over the initial
recommendations of the Special Regental
Committee on Student Charges, and
Second, that the ASUCMC Assembly
strongly urges the Board of Regents to
consider the profligacy if said recommendations are adopted and become applicable
to Health Science students, insofar as the
negative impact and hardships which would
be exerted, not only presently, but also on
the recruitment of health science students
in the future.
In conclusion, the ASUCMC Assembly
is confident that the preceedlng statements
will be thoughtfully considered by the Board
of Regents. The Assembly also urges that
should any fee increase be adopted, that this
increase not be added on to thediscriminatory and anarchronlstic tuition which the
Health Professional student already pays.

juana). I can say that for me,
being under the influence of pot is
We of CIPA feel that at our present
a very pleasant experience. It is
level of prosperity we can afford
both
a time for relaxation and a
to provide health care for all our time
thinking. My mentalprofor
citizens. How many otherrights do cesses seem much clearer. I beyou wish to depend on prosperity? come
more conscious of the probDoes freedom of speech Increase
have

Letters Cont.

made
lems of the world and
or decrease as the GNP? I, for my decision on many controversial

one, believe that a* right, if it is
to have any meaning or applicability, must not depend on theeconomic
situation or a political decision.
My right to freedom of speech is
sanctioned by time, tradition, and
utility, to mention but a few jus-

tifications.
As a vague and lofty principle
the right to health care sounds
really nice, the sort of fodder fit
for orators. The trouble begins
when someone decides that health
care really is a right andstraightaway begins to demand it. At that
point he (1) is smitten by reality
and realizes that government provision of health care emanates
from political decision, or (2) asserts that his right to health care
is a real right and forces the
practitioner to provide him with
same. The latter action, in courts
of law, is called extortion.
Dave Bomar
2nd Year Dentistry

Marijuana
Editor:
I have to write this letter In response to the letter In the January 19th issue by Mr. Gene Schacht. At this time, I am not under
the influence of any drugs.
views presented here will
be entirely my own and in no way
should be taken to be the views
of the "classic marijuana user."
I will try to answer Mr. Schacht's questions.
First, the attitude that it is
safer than alcohol and tobacco is
not a negative one. What Is 'right'
with alcohol or tobacco? Why do
you want a 'right' for pot (mari-

issues while under the influence.
I think about theseproblems enough
to do something about them. The
decisions and the logic Igo through
to reach them do not change once
I am 'down.
I also learn to appreciate the
important things in life. They are
obviously not money, fame and
other related trivia. I think about
God. I see beauty in what most
people call ordinary objects.
As for data on the effects, it is
overwhelming. There are many
pot smokers and I think most of
them like it and suffer no ill
effects from it. The problem is
the law. People cannot come out
and say they like It because, remember It is a felony in this
backwards state.
The law Impedes research efforts for this very reason. The
statistics are adequate now, only
the law prevents us from collecting
them.
Mr. Schacht says that the drug
should be researched. Let me say
that you as a dental student, (and
I also), are quite willing to knock
antl-fluoridationlsts with the argument' Look at Kingston, Newburg, Evanston and GrandRapids'.
You dispute and/or Ignore the research of the anti-fluoridationlsts.
I say that there are many people
who smoke marijuana with no ill
effects and the people against
marijuana have no evidence at all
(even theanti-fluoridationists have
some). Do you say research fluor-

ide'?

As for marijuana being habit
forming, we all know that it is not
addictive. But whatabout emotional
dependency? As I said, I like being

'

under the influence, but I never
feel the NEED to get 'high. I just
like to when the opportunity presents itself.
I would rather see a nation
smoking drivers
full of pot
than drunk drivers. Having driven- under the influence of both,
■ I can say that I, am more concerned about my driving while
under the influence of marijuana
than I am under alcohol. I would
say that my reflexes and timing
are about equally bad but my
attitude is different. Under alcohol, one is inclined to think
he is driving passably when he
really is not. This delusion is
not there for me while smoking
pot. I try very hard to drive carefully and 1 think most potheads
do.
I think you are correct when
you say that the changes of trying harder drugs are increased
with pot users. But this is your
fault, Mr. Schact. You and the
Establishment. You have told me
marijuana was bad. I tried it
and it was not bad. Why should
I believe what you say about other
drugs. You have lied and lost the
trust of many people. The solution I propose is to set the record straight and tell about each
drug truthfully and individually.
It is bad to lump all psychedelics together under the title
"dangerous addicting drugs."
I certainly intend to allow my
children to smoke pot and perhaps use other drugs. I hope it
will eliminate some of ihe hangups which I think you and your
children might have.
With respect to research, what
If the drug should turn out to be
harmful? It would be a voluntary
thing. Fluoride was given to millions of people involuntarily. What
If that turns out to be harmful?
I really hate to use this expression because of its overuse
but it is very appropriate. Don't

-

BY HOWARD DARVEY
The Work-Study Program was established by the Higher Education Act of 1965. It is administered by the U.S. Office of Education

which is an agency of the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare.
Each year, the Office of the Dean of Students submits an application to a regional panel for the necessary money required to run the
program. This panel reviews the application, makes the necessary
cuts, and makes recommendations to Washington as to how much
money each school in the region should receive. The Office of
Education in Washington makes the final decision as to the allocation of money based on the recommendations of the regional committee and how much money they have in their budget.
The program originally provided that the federal government
pay 90 percent of the salary that students receive while working on
the program. The other ten percent of his salary was to be provided by the department or agency that employed the student. Also
written into the Act was that the federal government ratio of contribution was to change from 90 percent to 75 percent on August 20,
1967. The Act was later amended to provide the following wage
ratio:
Federal

1967
Aug. 20. 1967 Aug. 19, 1968
Aug. 20, 1968 Aug. 19, 1969
Aug. 20, 1969 and later
Prior to August 20,

90%
85%

-- PROBLEMS INVOLVED
80%

755;

Agency

10%
15%

20%

25%

There are many problems associated with the administration of
this program of which the student may not be aware. Federal awards
are granted for the periods of operation only. In other words, funds
received for July-December have to be used during that period only.
If only a part of the money is used, the rest must be returned. If
more money is expected to be spent than is allocated, money may
be borrowed but it is deducted from the next award.
Another major problem is the fact that federal awards are not
announced- far enough in advance to coordinate job placement. Each
period is subject to congressional action and the award period may
have already started before the Office of the Dean of Students knows
how much money they will receive. For example: The award for
Jan. June, 1968 was not known by the office of the Dean ofStudents
until January 22. This, of course, adds to the instability of the program and makes planning ahead an impossibility.
In the fiscal year 1966-67 the Office of the Dean ofStudents requested $272,025 from the federal and received $217,620 which was
about 80 percent of therequest. In thefiscal year 1967-68, the Office
of the Dean of Students requested 203,175 and received 140,967.
Approval of students for the Work-Study program for fiscal year
1967-68 had to.be based on the figures for the previous year because
precedent is the only standard (if you wantto call precedent a standard) the Office had to go on. Consequently, some people that were
approved for the program had to be dropped from the program even
after they had started working. (This occurred last summer).
Because of this unfortunate accident, the Office of the Dean of
Students has to be much more prudent in Its selection of people
eligible for the program. Also, each person eligible for Work-Study
now, can only earn $400 during the Jan. June period.

-

-

ADVANTAGtS
The idea to create such a program was an excellent one. The program has created many new jobs. The jobs have given students an
opportunity to prove their ability to work creatively in research and
in other allied fields. My personal experience working with one of
my professors has provided me with a certain amount of insight into
the problems of research. Communication between myself and my
professor was at a much closer level due to the fact that we were
working together. This provides for a much less formal relationship
than at the "classroom" level. Students have proven themselves to be
such good workers that many departments have hired students to work
who have not qualified for the Work-Study Program.

THE FUTURE
The cut-back in federal funds for the Work-Study Program is not
limited merely to this University or to this state, but is a national
cut-back. At this time, just about all of the federal programs involving domestic spending are being cut back to provide for increased
defense spending. I was toldby Mrs. Anne Hattam (Placement Officer)
that a wonderful program called The Teacher Corps has been cut
financially to the point where they barely have enough money to hire
any teachers. The Poverty Program, although not ideal, cannot im-
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The White Role in the Black Movement
By Barbara Britts
If blacks were going to band together and make demands as the Nlagra Movement
THE PAST:
attempted,
of
the white liberals had better get In there, take over the leadership and
social equality
The wisest among my race understand that the agitation of questions
is the extremest folly, and that progress in the enjoyment of all privileges that will come encourage moderation."
Newer organizations have tried to bridge the gap, the most prominent being «direct
to us must be the result of severe and constant struggle rather than of artificial forcing.
organizations like CORE, SCLC and SNCC. These groups have tried to reach
any
the
world
Is
long
degree
to
to
market
of
the
action"
in
No race that has anything
contribute
ostracized. It is Important and right that all privileges of the law be ours, but It is vastly the black masses by more dramatic approaches and yet as Roy Wilkins of NAACP
more Important that we be prepared for the exercise of these privileges. The opportunity points out, when the fanfare has died down, the NAACP ends up taking In its methodical
to earn a dollar In a factory Just now Is worth Infinitely more than the opportunity to fashion of legality. Both SCLC and CORE have been exerting their power on ghetto
grievances of consumer rights and employment.
spend a dollar in an opera-house..
Booker T. Washington, 1895
This Is working with some degree of success. Unfortunately the reason for success
seems to be based on the store owner's fear of riot and looting If he doesn't comply
THE PRESENT:
to
be
for
white
or
for
those
who
want
rattier
than realizing that this Is a logical form of employment practice.
impossible,
difficult,
America,
Is
not
blacks
if
It
Yes, there has been a certain amount of progress made, and white liberals have been
like white Americans, to understand this basically revolutionary mentality. But in the final
analysis, white America would save Itself a lot of trouble if it did try to understand and Involved In that progress; but to those who endure the Injustices, the indignities of ghetto
to come to terms with tills new black-oriented mentality. Because one thing stands clear: life day and night this Is tokenism. It is a token bestowed upon the blacks by the whites
and this means that the whites can turn It on and off at whim; that blacks are dependent
whatever the consequences, there Is a growing ~ a rapidly growing body of black peotake care of business. They will not be stopped In their drive upon their white benefactors. It helps perpetuate "welfare colonialism." "Americans
ple determined to T.C.B.
to achieve dignity, to achieve their share of power, Indeed, to become their own men and have used welfare programs and social work agencies (and civil rights groups) the way
to keep the poor happy and non-threatening. ri
the Romans used bread and circuses
in this time and in this land
by whatever means necessary.
worn en

"

—
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Stokley Carmlchael and Charles V. Hamilton,

Spawning of Black Power

1967
There Is a great difference between these two statements, the difference Is perhaps
to the failure of white America to change Its racist society. The latter are the
words of angry young black men. These are not words Just for the Klansman or individual
racist, these are not words Just for the apathetic white supporter of Institutional racism;
these words are for the white liberal. These men do not speak alone. Much of the black
community has com c to realize that the white liber alln the United States has done a more
treacherous thing than the Imperial Wizard of the XXX. The Imperial Wizard overtly
stands for depriving the black man of his civil rights, the white liberal seems to have
covertly deprived the black man of his humanity.
related

Genesis

—

North and
In the late 1800s, whites listened to Washington because he told whites
he was going to help them maintain the status
what they wanted to hear
they are listening to Nequo. This is the same tactic white leaders are using today
groes who are "light and bright and damn near white" and who are estranged from the
black masses. But there Is a difference today because the blacks are not listening as
they once listened to Washington. Washington urged blacks to Improve themselves economically before seeking political or social equality; to be submissive and docile In their
positions; to pursue agricultural activities rather than to prepare themselves for the great
urban transition.
W.E.B. Dußols saw the fallacy In Washington's words and asserted that Negroes must
in fact assert themselves:
"m the history of nearly all other races and people, the doctrine preached at such such
crises has been that manly self-respect Is worth more than land and houses and that a
people who voluntarily surrender such respect or cease striving for It, are not worth
civilizing."
What Dußols was demanding was that the black man develop a self-awareness, an
identity that had been withheld by white subjugation.
To find an acceptable identity goes hand-in-hand with the belief that one Is an accep
table human being and can live as such. Therefore, one should work against those systems
which Inhibit such a possibility. Ronald Llppit, In DYNAMICS OF PLANNED CHANGE,
suggests the first motivating factor in the client system Is that of dissatisfaction or pain
associated with the present situation. Dußols saw the present situation as institutional
racism. He tried to organize Negro intellectuals Into the Nlagra Movement which de." The Nlagra Movemanded: "We want full manhood suffrage and we want it now
ment folded for several reasons: 1) It was too radical for the time, 2) It was not really
talking of the black masses
Just as our founding fathers were not referring to everyone
when they wrote the Declaration of independence or the Constitution, 3) It did not have
the support (financial or otherwise) of the white liberals.
These may well be the reasons why civil rights groups have failed all the way along the
South

—

—

—

-

.. •

—

line.

In 1909, white liberals were organizing the National Negro Committee which In 1910
became the NAACP; Dußols and several of his associates Joined and dominated the organization for twenty years.
It still left out the black
Although this organization had the white liberal support
masses, proclaiming an attack on the "white problem" denying a "black problem."
And there is a definiteblack problem and to deny It is to deny the black man.
"We know that we are Inferior to you here in America," Elijah Muhammad tells
white Interviewers. "We cannot say that we are equal; we cannot do It because we're
not. We have undergone such treatment that it has absolutely made us inferior to you
therefore we cannot be your equal"
not the white man's equal, that is to say, until
the black man has learned who he is, until he has overcome his "slave mentality."
"The worst crime the white man has committed has been to teach us to hate ourselves," says Malcolm X.
Dick Gregory's way of saying It: Isn't this the most fascinating country In the world?
Where else would I have to ride on the back of the bus, have a choice of going to the
worst schools, eating in the worst restaurants, living In the worst neighborhoods and
average $5,000 a week Just talking about it?
Today's black militant would say that the NAACP has been run by guilt-ridden white
liberals that have surpressed the black movement. The Association has been respectable and Has abided by the laws of this country
laws which are part of the Institutional racism and laws to which the black man should not adhere. White liberals used
the principles of divide and conquer; the best defense Is subversion from the Inside.

—

—

—

The early emblem of SNCC had a white hand clasping a black hand. The summer of
1964, when black and white students went into Mississippi to organize the black vote,
was a changing point not only in the SNCC emblem, the beliefs of the black SNCC mem-_
bers, but thewhole black movement in the United States.
The black workers had learned painfully that the realities of racism had affected their
minds in so many ways that normal human relations between the races was fraught
with severe social and psychological difficulties. Poussaint found that In talking to more
than 100 black workers that:
Most of them felt that white civil rights volunteers caused too many problems which
at that time seemed irresolvable. They also felt that most of the whites who came
down were either Just white racists of another variety or that they had psychological
"hang-ups" centered around black people, m most cases, they were able to present
evidence from their personal experiences' to support their switch from a desire for an
"integrated movement" to an "all-black movement.'*
*:,
Complaints centered around white motivation in being there (self-aggrandizement and
glory, looking for adventure and excitement, hang-ups about black sexuality) and the actions of the whites once they were there (raised hell and slept around, raised false
hopes amongst local blacks, acted superior and wanted to be leaders, most of the talking
and little listening, the attitude that "everything goes In the black community/ dressing down which the local blacks regarded as disrespect).
There are numerous counter-arguments and complaints felt by the white students,
but what is of most importance is the fact that these were deeply felt complaints expressed by black students like Stokely Carmlchael, who at one time really believed
that blacks and whites could work together as people If given a chance.'Perhaps the
one which the whites too often over,
most Important aspect of the black complaint
looked, was that the black community had to stay there whereas the whites could leave
at any time, m their zealousness, the white students would want to change what has
been for 350 years in one summer. In the process, they often tried to organize the
community around ill-developed programs which would have no lasting effect, Impossible to enact and perhaps seriously 'detrimental to the black community. They tried
to "raise hell" with the establishment without realizing the black community had to live
the hell they raised. But summers ended and what was often left was a deeper sense of
frustration, a deeper distrust and hatred of whites becauseblack hopes which were
raised for an Instant In time, were crushed again.

,

In BLACK POWER, Carm lchael and Hamilton give ample reason why black people
coalitions put together essentially
are or ought to be leary of meaningless coalitions
for the purpose of maintaining a "united liberal image"; coalitions which do not and cannot speak to the real needs of the black people.
SNCC has often stated that it does not oppose the formation of political coalitions
per se. But coalitions with whom? On what terms? And for what objectives? Carmlchael
and Hamilton see three major fallacies or myths of coalition:
1) that In the context of present day America, the Interests of black people are identical with the Interests of certain liberal, labor, and other reform groups (note the MFDP

—

incident).
Z) a viable coalition can be effectedbetweenthe, politically and economically secure and
the politically and economically insecure. (This calls for a benefactor-dependent relation-

ship).

3) political coalitions are or can be substained on a moral, friendly, sentimental
basis; by appeals to conscience. (It Just isn't politics) What Carmlchael and Hamilton
are saying throughout BLACK POWER is that first things must come first.

T.C.B.

--

Carmlchael is calling for the black man to redefine himself as only he can do:
that our
that is, lies
When we begin to define our own image, the stereotypes
oppressor has developed will begin in the white community and end there. The black
community will have a positive image of Itself that IT has created.
With redefinition will come a clearer notion of the role black Americans can play
only when black people fully develop this sense of community, of
in this world
themselves, can they begin to deal effectively widi the problems of racism in THIS
country.
Black Power is coming to realize that in order to deal with the external reality, white
racism, there must be a building up of Internal power. Political change (which can attack

...

—

To page 15.
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CHOICE 68

Community Dialogues

On Health Professions

A National Collegiate Primary

The changing role of the health
professions in the community will
be explored in a special course
for students at the University of
California San Francisco Medical

By Ben Stolpa

It has been a recognized fact that students enrolled in college, as
group, are among the most politically aware segments of our society. Perhaps never again in their lives will these college students
experience such a high level of political maturity and interest. Yet,
it is also a frequently lamented fact that the majority of these
students, since they are under voting age, are not offered the opportunity to express their views in the voting booth. As James R.
Shepley, publisher of TIME Magazine stated, "Vociferous sections of various student bodies, thundering on the left or right,
have made themselves heard frequently. But the entire student body
politic has never been able to speak with a single voice."
a

Center, Chancellor Willard C.

Fleming announced today. Entitled
"Explorations in Public Responsibility: Community Dialogues on

the Health Professions Today,"
the pilot program will focus on
future relationships between the
public, government and the medical community.
Continuing Education in Health
Sciences at the Medical Center is
sponsoring the February 10-April
9 program in cooperation with the
Coro Foundation. Students participating in the two-hour weekly session, under the direction of John
K. Robinson, Associate Director
lof the Coro Foundation, will have
an opportunity to meet with representatives of business, labor,
and government and public welfare

In an effort to allow this large and important, yet politically disenfranchised, group a means of expressing itself, TIME has agreed
to underwrite the expense of a National Collegiate Presidential Primary, (NCPP). The NCPP, which was named CHOICE '68 by its
Student Board of Directors and which will be held during the spring,
is organized entirely by this student group, and all decisions as to
participation, ballots, voting procedures, etc., are made by this
student board. It is important to keep this in mind, as there is NO
CONNECTION between any editorial position of TIME and CHOICE

'68.

The members on the BoardofDirectorsof CHOICE '68 were chosen
from student leaders from all over the United States. Among the
schools from which the directors were picked are the University of
California (Berkeley), Yale, University of Wisconsin, University of
Texas, and Michigan State University.

agencies.
An advisory committee of community leaders has been appointed
to assist in developing and evaluating the program. Serving on

The key criterion of eligibility to vote will be current enrollment
in a college or university. The ballot will contain the names of
those who have been seriously proposed for candidacy for the 1968
presidential election, and it will also contain certain national issues
to be selected by the Student Board of Directors.

• group. The exact-date on which the, CHOICE with the campus elec-

tions at UCMC.

For further information regarding CHOICE '68, please watch for
subsequent issues of the SYNAPSE and for posters around school.

WHERE IN THE WORLD
IS ED BRAWLEY?
He's moved his skin-diving school to a
new location in San Mateo.

WHAT'S SO GREAT ABOUT IT?

The Delts of Delta Sigma Del- chapter. Dr. Johnson has been a
ta Fraternity recently hosted a mainstay of the fraternity for close
miniature dental convention at to 50 years, and without his contheir fraternity house. The event tributions, the fraternity would
was attended by the U.C. Mem- not enjoy its enviable position.
bers, the brother fraternity from The award which annually is given
Physicians and Surgeons Dental to the outstanding senior was reSchool, and members of the Delt
San Francisco Graduate Chapter.
Dr. Ernest L. Johnson, an alumnus of U.C., was thehonored guest.
A dinner for the 150 people
assembled was preceded by a
refreshment hour hosted in ihe
California Room of the Fraternity
house. In an adjacent laboratory,
members of the San Francisco
Graduate Chapter displayed their
i table clinics concerned with various facets of dentistry. The subjects ranged from "Crown and
Bridge as a Practice Builder in
iGeneral Practice," by Dr. Robert L. Tuckey to the "Physiological Repositioning of Teeth and
other Phenomena," by Dr. Lowell
N. Peterson.
Dr. Ernest L. Johnson, a retired member of the House Corporation, as honored guest, was
presented by the local chapter's
Grand Master Rod Coburn, a plaque cmmemorating his many
years of unselfish devotion to the

I

His chalet-style shop is just 20 minutes from San
Francisco on U.S. 101. Unlimited parking —no
more space race. Heated pool can be used anytime of day. The same quality equipment to buy
or rent ... air to spare. Experienced Scuba instructors. Follow-up ocean courses.
Call DID-DIVE (343-3483) or come to
514 SO. BAYSHORE BLVD.
j

-

Table Clinics And Talks
Highlight Delts Dinner

It is hoped that all of us on this campus will take advantage of the
opportunity to speak up publicly on these important issues. A large
vote will be a sign of the political maturity, interest, and respon., sibility of students in, general,,not merely of an active, but small

the committee are Mark Berke,
Director, Mt. Zion Hospital and
Medical Center; Laurence P. Corbett, Counsel, Associated Hos
pitals; Howard Hassard, Attorneyat-Law, California Medical Association; Chancellor Fleming; Arthur R. Hellender, Vice
President, Bay Area Social Planning Council; Dr. Richard Lebes,
Research Director, AFL-CIO; J.
Gilmore Marquis, Executive Director, San Francisco Association
for MentalHealth; A Rodney Prestwood. Program Coordinator, Continuing Education in Health
Sciences, University of California
San Francisco Medical Center;

named the "Dr. Ernest L. Johnson Award" in commemoration
of the event.
In addition to Dr. Johnson, the
fraternity was also graced with the
presence of two past Supreme
Grand Masters (presidents of the
national fraternity). Dr. Don Jose
Aubertine and Dr. Clarence E.
Butler.
Following the Award Cere
mony, the assembledheard a stimulating address by Mr. J.Hampton
Hoge, an attorney at law. His topic
was "Causes and Preventions of
Dental Malpractice." Mr. Hoge
is one of the leading authorities
on health services malpractice in
California, and represents California Dental Association mem-

-

bers in malpractice suits. He

stressed the taking of adequate
histories, and the recording of all
procedures performed, and the
forewarning of patients of the assets as well as the liabilities of
proposed dental treatment.

John K. Robinson; The Reverend
Harry B. Scholefteld, First Unitarian Church of San Francisco;
Dr. Bernard Smith, Lecturer,
School of Dentistry, University
of California San Francisco Medical Center; and Joseph Mlgnola,
Deputy Director, San Francisco
Department of Public Health.

Students participating in the pilot
program include Ronald S. Zeichick, Ronald Richard Conte, Steven Bollinger, and Dennis Michaud
(School of Pharmacy); Sharon
Mindlin and Barbara Britts (School
of Nursing); Rauden Howell Coburn, James R. Young, Howard
Jay Winer, Albert Landucci, Charles Fischer, and Carl Esser
(School of Dentistry); and Alan
Frederick Boyne, Joseph W. Humphrey, and David Robbie (School
of Medicine).

Nursing Alumni: Focus On The Future
The Executive Board ofthe Nur-

SKIN DIVING SCHOOL

I

rewriting

the Chapter Constitution. It is planned that the nurses
will become more autonomous by
relinquishing the status as a chapter of the Berkeley alumni asalumni and the Medical Center sociation.
campus. To this end, a committee
The Executive Board plans to
led by Miss Gladys Grasslni is present the report to the general
sing Chapter of the California
Alumni Association is currently
seeking to establish a more dynamic relationship between the

membership at the annual Alumni
Day on Saturday the 20th of April.

Barbara Cabral has been arranging the tea to be heldthat afternoon
in honor of Dean Helen Nahm. At
the tea the Alumni will unveil and
present to the University a portrait of Miss Nahm.
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Racism and Science
We have recently had two full length articles dealing with the questions
raised by Dr. W. Shockley. Dave Bomar treated us to an objective report
noting the important difference between what Dr. Shockley said MAY BE

and what he said IS. We have also been Insulted by what was, in my opinion,
a blatant pseudo-scientific white-wash attempt by Dr. B. Garoutte; I would
many
not be taking on this typewriter were it not for the discovery that, for
people, the white-wash was a success.
When the mere suggestion of a possibility (albeit horrible) and a tentative
solution by a responsible scientist is met by a studious comparison of that
scientist to Adolf Hitler, I become suspicious that someone has foregone
suppress
science for emotional hysteria. When the critic further attempts to
only
should
follow
that
"Social
action
discussion by questioning the principle
is.
the
alternative
nervously
and
wonder
what
giggle
debate,"
I
prolonged
imsuggestion
by
further
discredit
the
Finally, when our critic attempts to
plying that a dictionary definitionof "racist" fits the character of the speaker,
clearly that
then I trust that the critic's biased antagonism has been shown so
none will mistake it.
However, since many felt that their consciences were relieved by Dr.
Garoutte's article, let me make a few points.
We all seem to be agreed that Inferior potential may be hereditary. To
quote Dr. Garoutte, "This point of view is not arguable." At the moment we
only consider the equally undoubted influence of environment. Dr. Shockley
asks why we do not look at the genetic influence. It Is a good question, why
don't we? Dr. Shockley's answer is "Entrenched dogmatism." Amid Dr.
Garroute's denial of the problem is the answer that research is being done
Arthur Kornberg has constructed self repllcable DNA. Now that is going to help
the ghetto problem isn't it?
The possibility that we may have brought the evolutionary mechanism of
"survival of the fittest" to an intense focus in "escape of the fittest" and
"entrapment of the inferior" in the ghettos is'real. We all need to know if it
Is actually happening and how much have we accelerated a normally slow
evolutionary process. The only quasi-relevant data which we have is the I.Q.
thing. Dr. Shockley says that this canbe criticized and that research is needed.
Dr. Garoutte provides the criticism and offers an alternative explanation for
those results. Real science at last.
In talking (loudly) with other people. It has been suggested that this debate
should be squashed because it is dangerous talk and we could not do anything
about it if a genetic difference between ghetto populations and the rest was
found. May 1 respectfully suggest that those "scientists" who think there is no
answer before they lookfor one should have stuck with art or foreign languages?
Dr. Shockley's suggestion of enforcedbirthcontrol maybe repugnant; it is not a
ground for ignoring an ugly possibility, it is a ground for looking for a more
acceptable solution.
With regard to means of analyzing for the possibility of genetic differences

—
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research In mental
and seeking a solution, I would like to cite some current
Learning"
by Dr. D.
chemistry. Primary reference "The Chemistry of
Krech. "Saturday Review" (would you believe?) Jan. 20, IWB. Dr. J. I. Mc
Gaugh at Riverside has worked with maze bright and maze dull mice (c.f.
society bright and society dull H. sapiens?). Please note that this IS a genetic
difference In mice. The relevant result for us is that this genetic difference
In maze learning ability can be abolished using the central nervous stimulant
metrazol. Surprisingly, and eventually perhaps, fortunately, the stimulus Is
more effective for the maze dulls. Thus, though both strains be given drug
treatment, their Inherent difference In learning ability h the maze situation is
abolished.
The mouse data is relevant since (1) It provides a test system whereby we
may discover biochemical differences correlated with learning ability which
could be used to supersede thedubious I.Q. tests. (2) It also shows us that where
genetic differences do prove to exist, they may be corrected for. This should be
an essential corollary of the effort to remove the ghettos, i.e., luxurious garden
apartments full of dull people is no solution. If a genetic ghetto mentality exists,
its intrinsic removal will require rebreeding with the rest of society, (breed,
baby, breed!) In order for this to occur effectively, any dullness would need
to be corrected for In the education process.
None of the above has mentioned Negroes. Have you been thinking Negro?
The theory is that generations of ghetto reproduction may have selected a below average population. In my opinion Dr. Garoutte et al are exposing their own
racial hang up In demanding of Dr. Shockley that he defines "Negro" in terms of
blood proportions. Jewish ghettos and the Appalachian white ghettos would also
be expected to show any differences that may exist, to the extent that we may
have accelerated and focused the evolutionary process upon them. The point is
that the ghetto problem Is very largely a Negro problem. Do I need to do.body
counts and blood analyses to show that?
The horror of Dr. Shockley's suggestion is that the genetic differences
may be found when we have a method for detection and if we use it. There is
danger that by looking we will find a real difference and need a therapy. As I
have pointed out there Is real hope that such differences can be overcome by
drug assisted learning. Inevitably there would be a social problem in using this
approach to make all men equal In our present social structure. Again, science
and not hysteria will be needed here.
On the other hand, if we merely rant and rave about Shockley's character and
insist that he be responsible for defining 1.Q., research, Negro and Caucasian
we may beable to avoid doing anything. Then in 50 years time we might discover
that there WAS a genetic difference and that a luxurious environment does
not quite bring a certain group of people up to par. By then most of the population will be too well educated to be happy sweeping streets and painting bridges.
So, it would be really convenient to have a group of society dulls to do all the
dull work, wouldn't It —racists?
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Director's Report

livery of textbooks and supplies to
the Union Bookstore. (A similar
resolution had pr c vious lybeen
adopted by the Assembly of the
A.S.U.C.M.C.) The adopted reso-

By Robert A. Alexander

—

for
The Millberry Union Board of these same students judge
whether or not the
themselves
Governors held its third meeting
of the year on January 25, 1968. "brown starch, lumpy gravy days"
(Two additional meetings will be are indeed a thing of the past.
The Board discussed problems
held before the end of the current
academic year, with meeting #4 dealing with the internal structure
of 16 Board of Governors as they
set for the 4th of April.)
were presented to the Board by
Highlighting the January meetM.T. Chappler, Chairman of the
ing was a report from Brian Johnston, Medicine '69, Chairman of By-Laws Committee,
Jim Jacobson, D.D.S., Union
the Union Food Services Study
Program Council Chairman, reCommittee. Johnston's Commitported the (then) pending instaltee met (over dinner in the Millberry Cafeteria) on January 9, lation of a juke box in the Student
1968, and unanimously agreed that Cafeteria, (Note: The machine in
question was installed
for a
there has been a decided and reon Febcent improvement in the quality 30-day trial period
of Millberry's food. "We were ruary 7. Its future depends eximpressed," reported Johnston. clusively on the majority of stuFollowing discussion, a motion was dent opinion.)
The Board agreed to advance
adopted empowering the Union Dithe sum of $150 to the U.C.M.C.
rector to wage a "campaign," alCampus Orchestra. (In 1967, the
locating special funds as necessary, to "recapture" the entire Board supported this same group
"student market" and to have in the amount of $500.)
The Installation of the new sauna
bath in the men's locker room
was noted. The completion of this
new feature has created some minor problems, e.g. price to be
changed, possible health hazards,
etc. However, theßoardexpressed
Just back from the slopes on confidence that Union Recreation
their January 20-21 snow trip, Manager Charles Donald will be
the Psi Omega membership elec- able to satisfactorily resolve any
ted their new slate of officers for and all problems that temporarily
the, 1968-69 school year.The elec- exist. Another new instaUation in
tion, held on February 16, yielded the Union included a new color TV
Scott Thompson succeeding Rick set in the Main Lounge.
Jahn as Fraternity President, and
Under new business, the Board
Walt Prowell taking over for Bob adopted a resolution designed to
Munoz as Vice President Social minimize problems of delayed dcChairman. Other new officers were
Don Ritzman replacing Gerry Kinoshlta as Secretary, Jim Laughlin
continuing as Treasurer, and Mike
Since 1962, the School of DenThompson assuming Ken Akahoshi's duties as Chaplain. In the tistry at the U.C. Medical Center
shared post of Frosh Whip Rush has been unique in its approach to
Chairman, Dick Sasaki and Brian ethics and professional conduct.
Daly take over for Scott Thomp- It is one of the few dental schools
son and Dave Bomar. Chuck Elia- in the country which has initiated
son assumes Walt Prowell's job an honor system that has made it
as Editor, and Joe Sigala con- possible for dental and dental
hygiene to govern themselves by
tinues to head the Files.
January 13 saw Riley Hayashi, the same ethical concepts that
Don Ritzman, Chuck Eliason, Brian guide the graduate members of the
Daly, Gary Jeong, Dick Sasaki, profession.
The code is designed to disand Mike Thompson initiated as
active members of Psi O. The courage and avoid individual
initiation dinner was held at the breaches of honor and is enforced
Claremont Hotel in Oakland.
The near future will see Psi
O members on the slopes again,
on another ski trip on February
17-18. The new members will
treat aU members and their dates
to a closed house party on Friday,
February 23.

—

——

PSI OMEGA
Back From The Snow

-

Project Balance

Plans Active
Spring Quarter
Project Balance, organized to
provide the U.C.M.C. Campus with

WORK STUDY Cont.
From
prove without more money. Even the United States Public Health
Service is unsure of federal funds. This obvious trend in federal
appropriations has lead to the resignation of Mr. John Gardner, Secretary of Health, Education, and Welfare.
Both, Dean Swenson and Mrs. Hattam, were very optimistic about
the future of the Work-Study Program when questioned in an inter T
view. I, personally, am much more pessimistic. In order for laws
to have any meaning, they must be enforced. Analagously, in order
for federal programs to have any meaning, they must be appropriately financed.
The war in Viet-Nam is costing the United States more than
men and money. It is costing us social progress and human dignity.
programs
With our resources, we could establish federal domestic
to fight "communism"
more
could
do
example
Our
unlimited
value.
of
by mankind.
than the most horrendous weapon conceivable

A CHANGE OF
PACE
Northern California Travelogue
By Dave Bomar
Genuine rural California countryside has two attributes: beautiful

scenery for the casual wayfarer and excellent roads for the driving
buff. Being students, we are within the confines of San Francisco
most of the time and have little leeway to partake of California's
beauty and good roads. Indeed, those ofyoufrom out of state or from
Southern California may be unaware of some of the better things
Northern California has to offer.
The problem in enjoying Northern California's fine points is this: it
requires time, perhaps five or six hours, to get from here to anywhere. Like, if you have two free hours on a Sunday afternoon, you
may as well forget the notions of a peaceful drive through idyllic
greenery. You need at least an hour to get out of the city, let alone
the suburbs. Partaking of California to the fullest must be a two or
three day proposition.
If you are still with me, here are some real suggestions for enjoyment, where motoring means more than 80 MPH superhighway
and scenery more than theLake Tahoe Subdivision.

a balance of information on pertinent issues related directly or
indirectly to the health sciences,
had a meeting on Tuesday, Feb.
13, in the Board of Governors
room of Millberry Union.
If you drive east from Sacramento on US 40 toward Lake Tahoe,
The group has an active calen- you will pass through the little town of Auburn. Running north and
dar of events for the spring quar- south through Auburn is California 49, one of the more scenic roads
ter. They hope to feature several in this state. Approximately 40 miles north of Auburn, a one-lane
films during the noon hours with unnumbered side turns west and goes to the little town of Dobbins,
subject matter running the gamut passing the site of a new dam andreservoir on the way. I doubt whefrom Viet Nam to skiing. Also in ther there is any moral countryside in thewhole of California. Leadthe offing is a panel discussion on ing out of Dobbins and going west is another road, two-lane and un"marijuana" and "Future Role of divided, which goes to Gangor, Wyandotte, and eventually Oroville.
Government in the He a 1 th The first 12.5 miles of this road are superb for the wind-in-the-face
motorist who really wants to honk on. It is mostly third and fourth
Sciences."
gear, 45 to 65 MPH road with apparent vehicle density of about three
Those interested in membership should leave their name and per hour.
telephone number at the Millberry
Union Central Desk.

California 49-North

Lincoln to Auburn

Honor System For Dents

-

Page 3

lution DISCOURAGES the Store
Manager from accepting TELEPHONE orders of course needs
from instructors and ENCOURAGES faculty members to give the
Store Manager a WRITTEN list of
course needs as far in ADVANCE
as possible.
Chairman Landucci closed the
meeting witß a reminder that nominations for Board Officers will be
entertained at the April 4 meeting.

7

by the student themselves. Questionable conduct is reported to the

Student Judicial Committee which
evaluates the case and makes necessary recommendations.
The system has provided a great
mutual respect among students and
faculty and has instilled the student
body with the sense of responsibility so necessary to the profession.

Fifth Quarter

Calendar
Fifth

Quarter programs offered

dental students at U.C. during February and March will include:
Thursday evening, February 15,
Drs. Nielson and Dickson will
discuss the types of prepaid dental insurance plans available in
California.
Thursday evening, February 29,
Dr. Arthur Dugoni will present a
program "Interceptive Orthodontics for the General Practitioner."
Sunday, March 31. Drs. Klein £id
O'Connor will return to £ive their
unique program on "Modern Practice Management." Attendance will
be open to Junior and Senior Den•tal students and their wives, Dental Hygiene students, and Dental
Assistance students.
Dates for tours of selectedDental offices in the Bay Area during
the Spring Quarter will be announced later.
Bill Comport, Secretary

If you go all the way to Oroville, you may wish to return via
Chico and Marysville on US 99E. If you proceed south on US 99E
you will come to the town of Lincoln, from which two roads return
to Auburn. Just after passing through Lincoln make a left turn
onto Ridge Road for another third and fourth gear, 45 to 65 MPH
road. (Caution: the area bounds with equestrians.)

California 49-South
Fifty-nine miles south of Auburn, Fiddletown Road proceeds
east from California 49 and runs cross-country to California 88.
This part of the route embodies perhaps the nicest scenery you will
encounter. During the winter the road is open if snow is not falling,
and the whiteness adds to the attractiveness of the landscape. This
part of the route you will wish to traverse slowly and savor to the
fullest. As the mood strikes you, you might shut off the engine in
your car and just absorb the stillness and the quiet, a delightful contrast with the frantic activity at the Mcd Center.

When Fiddletown Road come to an end, you can icllow California
88 west to California 49, again. The nine miles of California 88
between Glencoe and Mokelumne Hill are about the fastest you will
encounter, this being a strictly fourth gear, 65 plus MPH road the
entire distance. (Caution: if the air temperature is below freezing,
watch out for ice patches on those portions of the roadway lying in the
shadows). The turns are long and sweeping, with visibility excellent
and vehicle density low.
While in this area, do not by any means feel constrained to stay on
the main thoroughfares, Casual sidetracking reveals a host of
miniscule towns like Yankee Jim's, Fair Play. Pry Town, and Confidence, which require a reading glass lo be seen on the map, but
which are nonetheless real.
If by this time you are srill going south on California 49, you may
wish to terminate your s>journ at Angels Camp or Sonora. Of the
16 miles which separate tliese two towns, the northernmost ten
constitute a challenge to the skill, of an expert driver. The road
snakes around a great deal and Is second and third gear, 2(1 to
40 MPH at all times. It is not a fast road, but due to the large
number of switchbacks it is difficult to drive well. While you
are in the are you may wish to visit "Historic Columbia," but as
are most widely-known tourist enclaves, it is something of a disappointment.

Continued on Page 15
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KOJIRO
Hiroshi Inagaki presnets the
story of Kojiro Sasaki in the fine
motion picture "Kojiro". The climax of the film is his duel with

Musashi Miyamoto, Japan's
greatest swordsman, who lived
duing the 17th century. This duel
PHONE 664-7393
1326 NINTH AYE.
is so well documented and has
become so widely known that each
movement of the encounter can be
described by most Japanese.
"LIQUOR SPECIALISTS SINCE 1934"
Ol*l* S
Kikunosuke Onoe, as Kojiro,
presents a convincing portrait of a
WINES* LIQUORS TOBACCOS
man whose vacillating nature
eventually matures and develops
SE 1 2429
605 IRVING STREET at 7th Aye
Sam Moms
to the point where he becomes the
master of his sword, although his
destiny is still under its sway. It
is tempting to compare the character of Kojiro in this film with
the Kojiro presented in the films
centering on Musashi, namely, the
"Samarai Trilogy", also directed
by H. Inagaki. In the "Samurai"
Aye.
series, Kojiro was portrayed by
Films, Cameras, Projectors, Supplies
Koji Tsuruta as a man who lived
Color Processing by KODAK
? more wildly and irresponsibly, but
ID-Photos, Portraits, Wedding Albums
/
ive Money on Technicolor Processing Mailers
£
Specials All Year Around
&
OV. 14229
,M. to 6 P.M.
"In White America" is a semidocumentary play about the Negro
in America, depicting the highlights ofhis struggles and triumphs
through a three hundred year
history. The dialogue consists of a
pastiche of skits employing quotes
taken from original speeches and
diaries by prominent as well as
unknown Americans. I am not convinced that Martin Duberman, the
author of this play, chose the best
examples. But even disregarding
FOLK SINGING • BEER • WINE • CHEESES
this opinion, the transition between
is unusually
L
ISBEALSO CXASSIFIEDADI A the various episodes
poor or nonexistent, except when
a "freedom song" is sung or
played on guitar or banjo by Gil
Turner. The episodes are unable
to build or maintain interest as
the emotional impact varies so
greatly between the various
sketches, and the order does not
build to very much of a climax.
The dull and tedious chronological
order of the sketches allows one to
sit back very complacently, as
the audience is not spoken to
directly, nor shocked nor surprised. The message is the same
one that has been presented to
middle class audiences for a long
time, and by 1968 it has lost most
of its bite, though its importance
is urgent for everyone to underV
Aye.
stand at present time. Although
the theme deserves to be stated
and restated, the play was dulland

\
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PHOTO CENTER
!34 9th

PUMPKIN EATER
The story of "The Pumpkin Eater" Jt
woman's troubles, and it is a film wi
markable performance by Anne Bane
flounders through three marriages and
definitely. She places her children in
minor housekeeping and shopping, tl}:
was
who
also capable of deeper
shocked by the discovery that her h
reflections and more pensive
scenes, especially one involvi
brilliant
One
moods.
felt that Kojiro had
mented woman in a beauty parlor. Dir<
more "class" in the Samurai
"The Bespoke Overcoat," "Room at the
films that was shown in the film
I
of his life.
SHOP ON MAIN STREET
The filming of the duel scene
One of the most acclaimed films of r
was a spectacular coup by Inagaki.
in Czechoslovakia during the early days o
The key element of the encounter carpenter
who has been appointed "aryai
was the ultra-slow motion phoshop. The other is the elde
drygoods
tography, which heightened the
engaging old woman, obu'
but
strong
suspense and drama of the crucial
position of the new arrival
assumes
and
I
seconds. The vivid color photogdo-nothinj
The
dreams
of
carpenter's
raphy was instrumental in undershop and the woman are impoverished s
scoring the drama of the plot.
merchants. But a deep affection
Tatsuya Nakadai, as Musashi, Jewish
his new position and working dl)
enjoying
was quite convincing in his limited
as the Nazis give orders for the depo
role. However, the character of
his own life by trying to hide the old we
Musashi will always be associated
flicts of the circumstances. The ending
by most cinemaphiles with Toshiro Mifune, Japan's greatest actor, and the leading character in
the "Samuirai Trilogy".
Mifune may be seen at his best
in "Rebellion", which is the next
feature at the Toho Rio Theatre,
Call JO 7-3600 for information.

BY BERT SPILKER
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In White America
lines, and thus gave the impression that more rehearsals were
needed. Gil Turner sangand played
the guitar and banjo quite well,
and, along with Ann Weldon, saved
the play from being a complete
failure. Miss Weldon's roles as
Sojourner Truthand Girl at Central
High (in Little Rock) were quite
strong and moving. The other
actors ranged from competence
down to Dana Larson, who was
stiff and consistently struck the
wrong note in her various parts.
One felt at all times that she was
an actress on stage who was trying
too hard.

De Young

Sextet
SIX MASTERPIECES BY THE

WORLD'S GREATEST FILM"I Vitelloni," directed by Federi-

co Fellinl
"El," directed by Luis Bunuel
"Sansho, the Bailiff," directed

Mizoguchl
j by Kenjl Escaped,"
Man

describe this film br
wealth of color and design, music and
beauties, that all phrases fail. The image!
bearable as, in the Negro section ot i
the picture re-rells in modern terms tne
Eurydice. He is a Brazilian street car
the great city to escape the spectre of ;
love. The marvelous rhythm of sight ai
subtlety of the,color photography (parti
have made this one of the most beautilTtl
director, Marpessa Dawn and Breno M<

Complete F
1

•*l/2

February 23

directed by

f

�•1/2 March 8
•*** March 29

BLACK ORPHEUS

�•*

•**

March 1

April 5

**•• April 12

•••
•••

April 25
May 10

••** May 17

Robert Bresson

"The Elusive Corporal," directed by Jean Renoir
"Two Daughters," directed by
uninspiring.
Satyajit Ray
With the exception of Ann WelTo be shown in the dc Young
don, the actors in this drama were Museum Auditorium Friday eveThey did not nings at 8 and Saturday afternot impressive.
work well together, muffed several noons at 3 p.m.

-

HELP The Beatle
SHOP ON MAIN S
winner.
TOPKAPI
All-si

•*•• April 19

MAKERS

J"A

BLACK ORPHEUS
It is difficult to

Turkey.

***�

May 31

••1/2 June 7

_

Carnival.

THE RUSSIANS I
England.
THE LAST BRIDGI
deeply moving w *•
WILD STRAWBERI
wasted youth.
WIR WUNDERKINI
English, it is a riot
THOUSAND CLC%I
with Jason Robards
SALT OF THE EAR
of New Mexico sal
McCarthy era by !'
etc.

**•• May 24

-

•i

HE WHO MUST

Greece, starring N
husband, Jules Dast
NIGHTS OF CABD.
prostitute who in*a
IPCRESS FILE Mi(
which he keeps three
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De Young Duo

1ijfally a

soap-opera plot about a married
of note almost entirely because of a reThe heroine is a puzzling woman who
children and seems content to go on inrding schools and occupies herself with
cfjenly has her strict marital morality
id is playing around. There are several
fiercely grotesque encounter with a dcJack Clayton's previous credits include
' and "The Innocents." Feb. 16.

'

:

ft

t years is this tragicomedy of two people
rid War 11. One is a simple, good-natured
roller" of a supposedly profitable Jewish
widowed proprietor of the shop, a headof the war, who cannot understand the
s been sent as an assistant,

alth are shattered when he discovers the
re being supported by charity from other
flops between the two with the carpenter
iraround the shop. Then tragedy strikes
of all Jews. The carpenter first risks
, then panics under the excruciating coni devasting touch of irony. Shown Mar. 1.

[■on

Two exhibits that are being shown this month at the Dc Young
Museum in Golden Gate Park are worthy of note. The first is a collection of Swiss drawings spanning five centuries. It will be shown
through February 12. The other is a collection of photographs by
Joanne Leonard, entitled "Our Town." This exhibit will be on display until February 25.
The Swiss drawings embrace a variety of styles and media,
but are of a uniformly high quality. Some of the highlights of the
show are pen and ink with wash drawings by Hans Holbein the Younger (1497-1543), drawings by Urs Graf (1485-1528), Joseph Werner
(1637-1710), pencil sketches by Alberto Glacometti (1901-1966)
and Frank Buchser (1828-1890). Of interest to drama-minded San
Franciscans are the pencil sketches by Rene Auberjonois (1872-1957),
the grandfather of ACTs leading male actor. It is possible to trace
the changes in subject matter from the 16th century religious and
mythical topics, through the 18th century's landscapes, and up to the
abstractions of our age. This show will be of interest to anyone who

907 IRVING

I!
|i

661-7474
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10 YEARS
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*HOT HORS D'OEUVRES

Nationally Certified Skin Diving Instruction
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The Bamboo Reef
YU 2-2510

B

SAN FRANCISCO

[i

584 FOURTH STREET
FOURTH AT BRANNAN

responds to drawings.
Joanne Leonard's photographs of West Oakland California capture
the various emotions of daily living in this Negro community. Many
of the scenes of home life and life on the streets utilize high contrast
developing techniques, and an effective use of circular and oval matting to help convey her impressions. She is a very creative photographer who demonstrates advanced abilities, and has her own in-

the

WISHING WELL

dividual style.

Local Film Offerings

603lrving

SE 1-6433

The Cento-Cedar Theatre at 38 Cedar Alley is featuring some
excellent films this month. Starting February 14 will be the well-

known

or adequately. It is so extravagant in its
natic power, visual splendors and scenic
unforgettable, the tenderness almost un•w Rio dc Janeiro, high up on the Mount,
tfluland tragic love story of Orpheus and
luctor, and she is a country girl come to
1 sworn to kill her because of unrequited
und, of speech and music, the poetry and
•lv during the amazing Carnival scenes)
6* pictures ever. Marcel Camus was the
le star-crossed lovers. Shown March 29.

m Schedule
lecond feature film.

EET

-

Czechoslovakian Academy Award

cast involved in the theft of jewels in
Classic story

and film, set in Rio during

-

Great comedy set in New

COMING

Maria Schell playing a Nazi Doctor in a

-

i

Ingmar Bergman's look at a

doctor's

Colled "Aren't We Wonderful" in
German comedy,
-•tfcontemporary comedy set in New York
I Barbara Harris.
A great film classic about the attempts
>rkers to form a union. Made during the
cklisted" directors, producers, writers,

-

t£,

la

Kazantzakis' novel of Civil War in
Mercouri and directed by her famous

Fellini's early masterpiece about a
starring his wife, Glulletta Massina.
II Caine's first series of adventures, in
fes ahead of the viewer.

Polish surrealistic drama, "Salto", starring Zbignlew
Cybulski. Co-featured the first week will be Chabrol's "The
Cousins", one of the early French New Wave films. February 21-28
will have "Therese" as the second feature. This film is taken from
a novel by Francois Mauriac, and stars the female lead of "Hiroshima, Mon Amour." Opening February 28 is the Japanese film
masterpiece, "The Island". This is one of the most memorable
scenarios to be captured on celluloid. It is remarkable first for its
almost total lack of dialogue. It is also remarkable for the intensity
of its simple story. The story depicts a family's struggle to eke out
its living as primitive farmers on an island that has no fresh water.
Trip after trip and day after day, they must take their dugout canoe
several miles to the mainland in order to fill their several cans with
the precious water that is essential for their survival. I feel that this
film is one of the strongest ever made, and that, if possible, one
should see it when one is in a relatively tranquil mood.
SURF
The Surf Theatre at 46th Avenue and Irving Street will be presenting the Russian version of Shakespeare's "Hamlet" from February
14th to 28th. The script of this well-made film has been translated
by Boris Pasternak (of DR. ZHIVAGO fame), and its musical score
is by Dmitri Shostokovich. This is a good opportunity to catch this
unusually fine Russian film.

'The Killing of Sister George'
Mail orders are now being accepted for the San Francisco en"The Killing of Sister George," which will be presented
on the stage of the Geary Theatre, Monday, February 26 through
Saturday, March 9,
Starring Claire Trevor, the Frank Marcus award-winning success, which last year rocked both London's West End and New
York's Broadway, tells the story of the waning popularity of a
noble soap opera nurse-heroine and her messed-up, off-the-air
life, which constantly gets both her and the play into scandalous
scrapes.
Voted the "Best Play of the Year" in the London Theatre Critics annual poll and nominated for a "Tony" Award us '"i"as Bc;t
Play of the Broadway Season," "The Killing ofSister George" has
also been on a world whirl. During the past year, it has been produced globally at the Berlin Festival, in Vienna, Holland, Czeckoslavakia, Sweden, Hamburg, Israel, France, Australia and New
Zealand.
Produced in New York and on tour by Helen Bonfils and Morton
Gottlieb and directed by Warren Crane, "Sister George" also stars
Natalie Schafer and features Patricia Sinnott and Polly Rowles,
who also appeared in the Broadway production.
Evening performances will begin at 8:30 p.m. with matinees on
Wednesdays and Saturdays.
gagement of

|

|

Coats, dresses, knit suits, car coats, sweaters,

skirts, etc.
1941 IRVING
Charge Accounts - BankAmericard - Diners Card
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Artificial
Kidney Center

"THE MISSION

CLINIC..."

A brand-new Artificial Kidney I

Center opens today at the San
Francisco General Hospital —replacing the former cramped tem-

I

BY JEANETTE HEER

those coming for treatment. As I mentioned, these most often
This ambiguous title refers to the voluntarily-staffed health clinic
happen to be the alcoholics, down-and-outs, or even hippies, who
larium.
as sponsored by the Christian Fellowship, an active organization
come for attention.
The $340,000 Center measures off-campus. To elucidatethisformer statement, Imeanto say that the
to
600
a
To backtrack, in January, 1961, the junior and senior medical
sq. Christian Fellowship has been an extra-curricular motivator of
4,000 sq. ft., compared
students belonging to CF had an inspiration to start such a clinic,
ft. in the solarium; 10patientbeds, health clinic on Fourth and Minna Streets. The so-called "Mission
as they had a potential, even as students, and a worthable area was
compared to three, according to Clinic" is named thusly because it is in the skidrow Mission
available.
The old Lifeline Mission House was utilized and conPaulF.
Fulyassy.
prompts
director,
a
mission
that
SC
members
to
Dr.
the
district, but it also has
verted
into
a recognizable health establishment, with two dental
"Perhaps the most unique volunteer their professional knowledge in treating the physical and
four medical compartments, and a pharmaceutical
operatories,
is
one
new
Center
feature of the
spiritual needs of the unfortunates who inhabit the district.
dispensary .Havipg 7,000 alcoholics withinthatfew square blocks area,
existence
publicize
'master' kidney machine that proa
to
the
of
the
purpose
dual
This article has
who do not seek medical care until they're really destitute, one
vides simultaneous dialysis servChristian Fellowship to the Medical Center, and to heed SYNAPSE
can imagine the severity of the cases. This presents a challenge to
ice for up to eight patients," says readers of the Mission Clinic, which has been in existence since
the participants and if they can alleviate the suffering in any way,
Dr. Gulyassy.
January, 1961, under the directon of our own Dr. Frank Uyeyama,
it is mutually gratifying. Also, the health team is in practice here,
There are two types of patients Student Health M.D. I hope to accomplish this purpose by relating the
due to the mechanics of the operation, and also because it is a
in the new Center: those who are
events of the past meeting of January 14. If you've noticed the anconcerted
group effort.
portable,
on
homere"in training"
nouncements for CF on most bulletin boards, you're entitled to
If there be a reader interested in participating in the Mission
who ceive a homemade dinner at 6:00 p.m., every Sunday, at 1431 Fourth
type kidney dialysis units
Clinic, for any reason whatever, it is open every Monday night at
will leave the hospital upon comAye., for 75 cents. After this hour of repast and social interlude,
the address of Fourth and Minna Streets uptown, from 7:00-9:00
pletion of their "course" with a a collegiate meeting follows, with the singing oi favorite hymns and
p.m.,
serving about 30 patients per night. I hope this article has
portable dialysis unit for treata discussion led by qualified speakers.
some interest in CF's Mission Clinic, or at least
engendered
ment at home. The others are
have
as
its
"The
Success
topic,
The Sunday of Jan. 14 happened to
and
awareness
of
its existence. Also, feel free, or compelled (as the
awaiting kidney transplants,
of the Mission Clinic." Having members present who had particito take advantage of regular Sunday night CF meetbe)
until
case
may
remain
the
Center
in
will
pated, they presented personal testimonies of the worth of the
ings
Aye., 6:00-8:30.
at
1431
Fourth
spiritual
suitable donors are found.
infirmities
of
physical
the
and
Clinic in helping to heal
"Space in the new Artificial
Kidney Center has been increased
seven times over the old, temporary quarters," Dr. Gulyassy
says, "while the capacity for
patient care has increased almost
four times."
The new Center also includes a
research laboratory which will be
used for studying kidney disease
and its treatment.
"The new Center is the result
of a team operation," says Dr.
Gulyassy. "The City of San Francisco provides the space, the University of California provides the
faculty, the State of California
:
GOING
RETURNING
Stops
Fare
Department of Public Health and
Seats
from/to
data
No.
Airlina
from/to
date
the Federal Bureau of Rehabilita1
$456.50
Sept. 16
60 S.F./London
June 25 London/S.F.
QANTAS
tion provide the funds for staff

porary quarters in a hospital so-

—
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A.S.U.C.

CAL FLIGHTS-SUMMER 1968

EUROPE
'

I ""1

and equipment.

2

TWA

60

Staff at the Center consists of
four physicians, eight nurses and
four technicians.

~3

Dr. Gulyassy points out that to
operate the Center at full capacity, an annual budget of $600,000
to $700,000 will be required.

~5

TWA

6

TWA

7

ALITALIA

60
60
60

8

PAN AM

60

4

The Northern California Kidney Foundation is presenting a
$10,000 gift to the Center at today's press conference. Robert
Wilson, president of the foundation, also announced the opening
of a campaign to raise $150,000
for 15 patients who currently need
treatment, but

for whom funds

not available.

Millberry Union
Operotions Dept,
Forms available in Room

MILLBERRY UNION

245

60

N.Y./London
N.Y./London
N.Y./London
N.Y./London

Sept. 26

London/S.F.
June 26 London/S.F.
June 18 London/N.Y.

Sept. 2
Sept. 3

June 19 London/N.Y.

Sept. 19

June 26 London/N.Y.

Sept. 24

June 26 London/N.Y.

Sept. 23

June 25

Sept. 19

JJ
1

—
—
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$456.50

$456.50
$476.50
$245.00
$245.00
$245.00
$245.00 |

j
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The low fares shown above have been established by the major airlines for groups of BO or more passengers travelling
togelher to and from Europe. Travel will be on regularly scheduled jet flights, not charter flights. No one-way flights are available. All passengers must pay a full fare, except that children over 2 and under 12 pay only half-fare and occupy their own seat.
Infants under 2 occupy the same seat as their parent and pay these round-trip fares: to London—s24.so; to Paris—s26.so. In addition, A.S.U.C. charges each passenger a non-refundable $5 fee to cover administrative costs. No insurance is provided by the
A.S.U.C.

Let us help you publicize
your programs or events

REASONABLE RATES

LUFTHANSA

June 17 London/S.F.

CAL FLIGHTS is a non-profit service of the Associated Students of the University of California, Berkeley, to provide members of the University community with low-cost air transportation to and from Europe during the summer months.

are,

Posters
Printed

60

S.F./London
S.F./London
S.F./Paris

These flights will be open to all students, faculty, and staff members of any campus of the University of California if they hold
such status throughout the six-month period preceding flight.departure. The spouse, children, and parents living in the same household as the eligible person may also participate, providing they accompany the eligible student, faculty member, or staff member.

\

i

I

The required deposit, including A.S.U.C.'s $5 administrative fee, is $50 per person ($25 for infants under 2), payable only by check or
money order to "A.S.U.C. Cal Flights." The balance must be paid by April 15 to "Travel Service, Inc." (2123 Addison St., Berkeley; TH 80300), the travel agency assisting A.S.U.C. in the handling of these group flights. Travel Service will mail your ticket to you by May 20.
Switching flights or reselling tickets is not permitted.

If you have any questions, please call us on weekdays, between 12:15 and 2, at
TH 8-4800, ext. 2229 or 4504; or write A.S.U.C. Cal Flights, 509 Eshleman Hall, Berkeley.
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VIETNAM IN CAPSULE

MEDI-CAL

By Charles M. Fischer
Viet Nam, and in February,

underlying disharmony and lack
The enigma in South-East Asia
centraland local
today is extremely complex and, of cohesion. Most
Asiais corrupt
S.E.
in
government
most
because of this, even the
Although this is acand
unstable.
reauthority
on
the
experienced
cepted policy in the orient and
gion would find it impossible to
"mandarin paternalism" is wide
arrive at any concrete conclusit breeds distrust, in the
ions. Compounding this problem spread,
is the fact that the situation is

in

constant flux, thus altering ones
impressions from day to day.
A broad historical approach to
S.E. Asia permits one to establish
a foundation for any subsequent
opinions, and a personal familiarity with the culture prevents one
from judging the situation through
glass."
their "cultural looking
Viet Nam from the 19th century
to 1940 was a French colony.
From 1940-45, N. Viet Nam down
to the 16th parallel was occupied
by China and S. Viet Nam was
occupied by the Japanese. Since

-

that time, Viet Nam has had even
a more confusing experience with
international "musical chairs."

Orders will be taken
Monday and Tuesday,
February 19th and 20th
at noon in Millberry Union!

408 IRVING STREET

SNOW WHITE

CLEANERS

The people of Viet Nam are very
poorly educated due to their lack
of an adequate education system
a design fostered by the French
to perpetuate the class dicotomy.
A sequela of this condition is a
complete naivete about endogenous
and exogenous political affairs.
The United States became inThe major portion of the popula- volved in the Viet Nam conflict
tion is agrarian and lives in abject in 1948when we contributeddollars
poverty. Within Viet Namitself and to support France in the Frenchin S.E. Asia in general, there ex- Indochinese War and again in 1954
ists a great deal of regionalism, during the Geneva Convention. In
religious difference, political and 1955 we began giving aid to the
ethnic difference. Each one of Diem regime, by 1962 there were
these factors contributes to that 16,000U.S. military advisors inS.

—

ON SALE NOW

1965

we commenced the bombing of N.
Viet Nam. Concomitantly, the U.S.
had also been giving considerable
foreign aid. Historians, I am sure,
will view America'sgradual involvement as unavoidable in many
governmental hierarchy. The Viet instances and attribute this asNam society is heavily steeped cending spiral of commitment to
international diplomacy and poliin tradition and habits which resist abrupt change. All of the tics, quasi-altruism, post W.W. II
countries in S.E. Asia are ex- commitments, geo-political intertremely underdeveloped but poests, stategic military concern and
tentially rich if their resources the fear of communist expansion.
should ever be exploited, hence
the great interest of the colonial
powers of the past and the communist powers of today. The citiLAUNDRY
CLEANING
zen of Viet Nam has, therefore,
had his character molded by history, culture and experience. Is
it any wonder that he abhors imperialism, distrusts central government, has a conditioned xenophobia, rejects oxidental culture
and religion, is antipathetic towards the Caucasian, and, in some
ALTERATIONS
cases, looks to the communist for
economic relief and political sta664-0550
bility. With these facts in mind it 340 JUDAH
we
apparent
become
that
should
cannot measure this issue merely
by Western yardsticks, textbook
theory or dormatory philosophy.

HOURS 7:30 TO 6:00 SATURDA Y8:00 TO 3:00681-5926

22-day motor tour of
Europe as low as $2,495 00

cYourz looking
atan
man
insurance
i
you can say
noto.

You get to keep the car.

FIFTH AVENUE

Our tour lets you see eight European countries
the
comfort of your own '68 Volkswagen.
in
We take care of all the arrangements.
The price (which varies, depending on VW
model and number of people in party) includes
everything. Your new Volkswagen. Round trip jet
fare from San Francisco. Hotel accommodations.
Continental breakfasts. Complete dinners.
Escorted tours. Marine and European driving insurance. And the cost of shipping your VW home.
There will be twelve tours in 1968, the first one
starting May 4th. Mail the coupon below for complete information, including itinerary.
Ours is a great way to see Europe. And think
of the souvenir you'll be bringing home.

FOOD MART
LO 6-7442
400 IRVING ST.
Quick Service Far Busy People
inmiMHmmiiiMimt
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Donovan L Jankim,C.LU.
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One reason for our reputation
for integrity has been an
emphasis on professionalism.
Consequently, we have always
men
attracted men of quality
who understand that there are
times when no is the only
valid answer.

And men whose business it is

to have your interests at heart.
Does that sound like just another
advertising phrase? Well, look
at it this way. Ask any top
professional if there's a healthier
way to build a following.

.

\

* RENTALS
UNFURNISHED

FURNISHED

. . you can

always say no to him.

-

ASSOCIATES
PmtoONKul lilt

SE 1-7424

Please send free information on your 22-day European
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1
ADDRESS

DAVENPORT

NO FEE
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of goals he can help you
accomplish with life insurance.
And remember
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motor tours.

j So call him. You'll be impressed
by the number—and the kind—
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Stan Carlsen Inc.
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A Personal Experience
This summer I spent my elective in Asia. For two days I was the
guest of Dr. Lawrence Pratt, who was at that time the head of the AID
medical school at the University of Saigon and who was formerly
in charge of setting up medical facilities for civilians in the provinces.
I landed at the Saigon airport, taxing past row upon row of 65
blunt-nosed camoflauged planes. Two Australians were shouting in
my ear what a great job the Yanks were doing, t passed the Rotary
Club sign in the entrance to the customs area. The man who let me
stay at his place was an AID engineer going to DeNang by plane the
following morning. He took a rifle, sub-machine gun, and pistol out
of his closet as protection for the trip. Then he mused outloud, "The
VC never shoot an unarmed man" and put all the weapons away.
Finally, he decided to play safe and took a single pistol and ONLY

three bullets.
Dr. Pratt showed me many civilian hospitals in the city. In one unit
there were twenty part-time doctors (2-3hours/day)for two thousand
patients. I saw an immense new hospital built for dependents of
Vietnamese soldiers. The facilities in the provinces for civilians
were better than those in the city. I was told; certain political areas
were given high priority. Dr. Pratt, a staunch supporter of the army,
was angry enough to exaggerate, "No military doctors ever treat
civilians in Viet Nam."

a village

jobs.

becomes wholly dependent on temporary manual labor

The hospital at Gombak receives quite a large share of the Department's funds. It was founded in the 50s by a British anthropologist for the avowed purpose of wooing the aboriginees away from the
Communists. This summer representatives of the British army
(Malaysia has been "Independent" for ten years) twice came out to
take pictures of the hospital as a "defense installation." Whenever one of the hundredsof non-government villages asks for medical
assistance, a representative of the government goes along with the
doctor. As one headman explained when I asked him why his people
weren't interested in the hospital, "the hospital was built as sort
of wages to pay us for associating with the government."

-

Modern war is waged for the allegiance of men rather than for
property. I have seen medicine and other civilian services used as
front-line weapons.

ture.
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The aboriginess of the Malayan peninsula have NEVER been known
to have wars, feuds or even personal fights among adults. Many observers have corroborated this finding over the past thirty years.
I talked with them a great deal on these matters and am fairly convinced that they are not only incapable of physical violence but that
they do not make vindictive actions of any kind. Most villages are
easily self-sufficient for food and shelter. The ability of the young
people to learn such things as languages, medical diagnosis and treatment, and motorcycle repair in remarkable in the terms of any cul-

$
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Joina firm that'll

Most of the time I worked in a hospital for aboriginess at Gombak,
Malaysia. I could speak the local language and was able to spend an
extra month as an observer in several jungle villages.

There was an anti-Communist war in Malaya in the 19505. Most
of the hill-dwelling people now associated with the government were
relocated to lowland settlements for many years (until they could
safely resist Communist propaganda). There was a high rate of mortality in the settlements. On the east coast road there are many villages that have been permanently resettled. Their pattern of Life and
means of comfortable self-support has been annihilated. In these
villages the aboriginess are frequently anxious and short-tempered.
Often traditions of dance and music deteriorate. Throughout the country aboriginees are not allowed to enter higher education, to own
land, or to take civilservice jobs (for which many are well qualified).
One headman told me children are beaten in school when they do not
pray to Mecca (Islam is the state religion). Several officials of the
Department of Aboriginees explained to me that their purpose is to
manipulate the natives into joining the cash economy and help religious pro-seletizers in the villages. It is considered favorable when

By Michael Smith
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FREEDOM,
ORDER,
AND THE RULE
OF LAW
By Dave Bomar
A phenomenon readily apparent to the student of Ideas is the
necessary tension or equilibration of freedom and order In any
human society. Freedom is the opportunity for one to carry out
one's desire, whether that desire emanates from reason or impulse.
Order is the limitation placed upon unrestricted human action in
order that the harmfulImpulse or Irresponsible free act be contained.
Inseparable from this tension is the Rule of Law, perhaps the
supreme achievement of Occidental civilization. Karl Wittfogel of
the University of Washington, In Oriental Dispotism, presents a
contrast to the Rule of Law, the doctrine of That Which Pleases
The Prince (or to us, the despot). An examination of East and West
In the broadest historical perspective Indicates that the sole two
alternatives open to society are: (1) the Rule of Law; and (2) the
Rule of the Will of the Prince. It is obvious that freedom, In the
. , traditional Western view, Is incompatible with arbitrary rule, so
the problem becomes that of reconciling freedom withthe Rule of Law.
This relationship is easily established by reductlo ad absurdem.
If we Inquire as to the alternative to the Rule of Law, we are faced
with Rule by the Strong or the establishment of a peck order. This
arrangement Is unsatisfactory from the standpoint of freedom.
Reconciling law and freedom by direct argument is more easily
done using historical evidence, which Indicates that freedom, If
carried to the extent of anarchy, is soon replaced by therule of a
Caesar or a Napoleon. Thus, law, rightly executed, acts as both a
limitation and a protection of man's freedom.
And why do people respect and obey the law? Although one might
argue that the law Is respected because the state wields a large club,
this situation is more compatible with Oriental Despotism. In a
free society the truth is closer to the idea that people obey the law
because they believe it embodies an ethical correctness. As Professor Edward Corwin shows in his classic essay, The "Higher Law"
Background of American Constitutional Law, the average person
obeys the law because it possesses the force of tradition, of long
usage, and of harmony with the Natural ' ,aw and the revelations
of the Judeo-Chrlstian theologians. A concern with decreasing respect for the law might lead one to investigate these latter factors,

therefore.

Equal application of the law Is perhaps the first and foremost necessity. Preferential treatment of an individual or a group renders
law farcical. Obviously, magistrates and jurists are fallible, and
this principle does not strictly obtain in practice. At present this
principle is being put to a severe test with the indictment of Dr.
Benjamin Spock, William Sloane Coffin, et. al., on charges of con-

BAS
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spiracy to

violate the Selective Service Act, If you have heard, for
example, William Mandel's statements of opinion on KPFA, you
will realize that Spock has on his side powerful allies who feel that
because he is a famous and respected pediatrician, it is a violation
of the moral law to prosecute him. Spock, of course, claims that he
has been singled out for persecutlon'because of his anti-Vietnam
pronouncements. I would not care to argue that Spock is the State
Department's favorite sage, but on the other hand If he were not to
advocate violation of the Selective Service Statutes, he would not be
prosecuted regardless of his expressed position on Vietnam.

Whether or not one believes that Selective Service Statutes possess an ethical correctness brings us to the whole question of civil
disobedience and its relation to the Rule of Law. Martin Luther King
has stated the doctrine of civil disobedience In its purest form: "I
think we have moral obligations to disobey unjust laws, because noncooperation with evil is as much a moral obligation as is cooperation
with good
." Obviously, a person who feels that a law is unjust
will have qualms about obeying it. The question and the dilemma
Involves the choice of action to take to avoid the repugnant statute.
The first recourse is the consltutional test case, in which a group
of learned judges eventually decides whether or not a law is constitutional. This method requires that but a single person break the law.
If this is unsuccessful, the current trend Is toward massive civil
disobedience. This stance has some unfortunate implications for the
Rule of Law, for as I previously indicated, a law must apply equally to
all members of society. Having thrown law out the window, there is
precious little legal protection for the very moral sensibilities
which Initially prompted the civil disobedience, and the situation degenerates into a power struggle.
There is, however, one little discussed alternative to massive
civil disobedience: emigration. Feeling that he can no longer tolerate the accepted social concensus, a person, it seems to me, has
the duty to emigrate. Why do those who shout up and down the land
that this Is a "fascist hell" or "the most corrupt and brutal society
on the face of the earth" remain in the country? I cannot see why.
Back In 1956 a midwestern farmer by the name of Stanley Yankus received a headline or two by emigratingto Australia. Mr. Yankus
was thoroughly incensed at federal government crop-restriction
legislation which forbade him to raise more than an alotted amount
of corn, even if only to provide grain for his own swine. Since there
was no hope of having these restrictions revoked and since the social
consensus accepted these restrictions, Mr. Yankus had no recourse
but to emigrate.
Admittedly, it requires courage to emigrate or participate in civil
disobedience. If J. William Fulbrlght or Benjamin Spock feel that this
country has reached the point of "moral bankruptcy", they are welcome to leave. Emigration statistics beliethelr statements, however,
and the fact that more people would rather come here than leave Indicates that the present social conscensus is still tolerable to most.
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All-University
Sports Week-End

Intramural Basketball at Mid-quarter

The

Intramural Basket b a 11 at the
Millberry Union is divided into
two leagues. Both leagues are
scheduled to play a total of 72
games. The Tuesday League after
playing 18 games now shows the
BUENA VISTA TERRACE ATHLETIC CLUB composed of students
from Hastings Law School in first
place with five wins. Hastings Law
School high scorers are Alex Selvin and Guy Rounseville. In second place for the Tuesday League
standings is OURSELVES with

——

-

—

University Sports

—
—

Mike Griffith, John Peterson and
Bob Berg as high scorers. Other
high scorers in the Tuesday League are for SOPHOMORE MED
SUBSTITUTES
Jim Gottesman
and Bob Gilbert, ORAL BIOLOGY
& SENIOR MEDS —Mike Hoeyand
John Beumer, FROSH PHAR
Gus Faure and Richard
MACY
Thacker, JUNIOR MEDS —John
Young, Bill Evans and Mike Ross,
PICK-UPS —Charles Millet, Richard Sakata and Tom Shimizu, Old
Man's A.C.
Tom Amott, Dan
Jenkins, and Ralph Forsythe, SENIOR DENTS —Kirk Hoffner, John
Dell and Alan MacDonald.

—

-

All

Week-end is to be held on May 17
and 18 on the Berkeley Campus of
the University of California. Approximately 20 men and 20 women
from each campus will participate.
Competition in the following activities has been proposed:
MEN
Softball 9 men
Tennis —2 men
3 men
Bowling
Badminton —2 men
Handball —2 men
Table Ten —2 men
WOMEN
Volleyball 7 women
7 women
Basketball
Tennis —2 women
Swimming
4 women
is
that
the
winners of
It expected
corresponding games and tournaments sponsored by the Millberry
Union will participate in the AllUniversity Sports Week-end.

—

Scuba Course

—

Planned For
Spring Quarter
A Scuba course is to be given
in conjuration with the academic
course titled Aero Space & Diving
Medicine. According to Dr. Albert
Behnke, San Francisco Campus
Diving Control Officer the course
in Aero Space & Diving Medicine
is planned for Wednesdays from

The Thursday League shows a
closer competitive balance with
PHI DELTA CHI in first place
with three wins. Five of the nine
teams playing in the Thursday League are tied for second place with
two wins each. Those teams tied
for second place are the KNIVES

.
-

with Smith Ketchum as the leading
point maker, while the SOPH
DENTS are lead by John Peterson,
Mike Foster and Doug Hudson, the
SOPH MEDS by James Budde, Tony
Allina and Steve Baskin, for SOPH
PHARMACY is Dale McGown and
for HASTINGS is Tim McNeil and maker, while the DELTA SIGMA
Steve Forsberg.
DELTA is lead by Ed Bruno and Rod
The remaining three teams of Coburn and PHARMACY in is lead
this league are the BLANKS with by Robert Maudlin and Ray RaRobert Hickey as the leading point nieri.

1:00 p.m. 3:00 pjn. The Scuba
course will be correlated with
AeroSpace
& Diving Medicine
having training sessions in the
Millberry Union Pool and ocean
dives in the Monterey area. There
is no cost for the course in Aero
Space & Diving Medicine, however, the cost for Scuba training
will range from $35.00 to $50.00.
For particular information you
may phone Mrs. Cox, Recreation

Highlights of
Intramural Action

Department Secretary at 666-1800.
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(BRITTS Cont.)

LETTERS TO EDITOR Cont.
From Page 3
knock it if you ain't tried it.
This obviously does not apply to
everything, but in the case of Editor:

Improvement

( From page 4 ) institutional racism) occurs when the client system has the strength with which
The Executive Council of the it can force this change. Until

marijuana, with so many people
smoking it, I think it is appli- Associated Dental Students excable. The Beatles have express- tends its unanimous approval of the
I'd love to modifications in the format of the
ed my sentiments
turn you on. Your attitude is ty- SYNAPSE. As members of the
pical and I really can't blame health professions, we realize that
you but I think you are mistaken the general student body here
about marijuana.
should be interested and informed
I obviously cannot attach my about current events in politics,
name to this letter because I am science, new philosophical ideas,
a dental student and the faculty etc. However, as members of a
is not entirely liberal in its poli- small, specialized student body we
cies. Fortunately, I think many are, also, interested in our own
dental students have not been mis- local happenings. This balance of
led by the faculty on this issue. material has made the publication
I would like to see this paper more enjoyable for us, our visitors
conduct a poll, anonymously, to and friends. We hope for continued
see how many people on this cam- improvement.
pus have smoked marijuana; how
Sincerely,
many of these liked it; and how

—

many have tried a more potent
drug. I would also like to see
a breakdown by school and year.
The times they are a'changin.
Name withheld

Susan McLearan,
Executive Secretary
Al Landucci, President
Associated Dental
Student Body

this internal power can be

Lippit suggests that the change
agent must choose an appropriate

helping role by:

a. mediating and stimulating
new connections within the
client system.

b. presenting expert knowledge
on procedures.
c. providing strength from within.
d. creating special environ

c.

Medi-CAL Nowl

re-

power Is unfeasible. Carmichael
points out that no other group in
the US has been led out of their
oppression by another group. The
Irish did not have WASP leaders.
Carmichael asserts, and this
paper has tried to show, that no
white group has understood, therefore, the white liberal cannot be
the change agent for the black
people. He can however, be the
change agent for white people.

.

Buy Your

a

ality, any coalition with an outside

ments.
giving support during the process of change.''

-

Charlie's Role

adoption of new values and atti-

tudes."
I wonder if herein might lie
If both change agents agree to
the key to redemption of the conroles, it is here that they
these
cerned white radical, for it will
can coalesce into the change agent
be a radical role for the white
for -the American problem —it is
man. I would contend that there here
that the break between black
:
is a white problem in the United
and white America may be bridgStates, a black problem in the
ed. It is here that the coalesced
United States, and an American agent
can mediate and stimulate
problem in the United States. The
new connections within the client
white problem and the black prob- system
this time America. It
lem have been discussed at length. can present expert knowledge
on
The American problem is how to procedures,
for
each
have
will
bridge the chasm between the two
a sound base of previous action
other problems in a constructive,
that of attacking the problems
viable way. I would agree with rather than
the symptoms. It is
Black Power advocates that only
here that the change agent can
members of the black community provide strength
from within becan be the change agents for the
cause there will be some strength
\
black community because only
,to stand on. It is here that a
blacks can understand what it special
environment can be cremeans to be bla c k in this counfor the first time
ated
because
try. They are most aware of the
in America race relations, there
dissatisfaction and pain associacan be a mutual respect for each
ted with the present black situaother's accomplishments andpowtion. Only they can provide the er.
And because it will take time
strength from within. By the same
it is here that each change agent
token, only the concerned white
may give support during the proradical can "provide new informacess of change.
tion (as I have tried to present
here) which leads the client sys- The alternatives are staring us
tem (white America) to engage in in the face today; BLOW UP OR
new behavior which leads to thel|BURN DOWN.

—

—

'' —
'

A CHANGE Cont.
From Page 7
Part of the enjoyment of touring Is the thrill of discovering a

new, out-of-the-way place, but as I said in the beginning you must be

prepared to drive some little distancebefore you really get out in the
country. If you are indeedserious aboutrural touring, you must resist
all temptation to leave the freeway before its end. You must pass
through Sacramento looking neither to the right nor the left, until at

last all you see is greenness all around. Not until then does the
enjoyment begin.
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AN EVENING WITH PRESIDENT HITCH

(Ed. Note: one of the many topics of conversation on this occasion
was the proposed "Beer's Lair" for the UCMedical Center campus.
In a letter to Denis Michaud, ASUCMC President, Chancellor Willard
Fleming presented his reactions and views on this subject.)

By Phyllis Long
Friday evening, January 26,
marked the initiation of nineteen
new members into the San Francisco chapter of the California
Club. The new initiates and present members were received at a
dinner party graciously hosted by
Chancellor and Mrs. Fleming at

Mr. Denis Michaud, President
ASUCMC
San Francisco Medical Center
Dear Denis:
Rumor has it that you have not been in this office regarding progress being made on the Rathskeller for the last two to four hours.
Tsk, tsk. Such neglect of presidential duties. Here is the progress to
date.

the University House. During the
cocktail hour preceeding dinner,
students had the opportunity to
meet and have informaldiscussion
with University President Charles

In a personal interview with President Hitch on February 8,

Hitch, and Mrs. Hitch, and VicePresident and Mrs. Harry Wellman.
The presentation of the traditional Cal Club Keys was made
following desert. Cal Club Chairman, Gail Hendrikson, presented
the first key to President Hitch who
in turn welcomed Chancellor
Fleming into membership. The
following students also received
their welcome into the California
Club: Tony Allina, Patty Beus,
Homer Boushey, Dan

1968, we discussed my official recommendation for the Rathskeller
sent to the President's Office on December 12, 1967. Of course, it

went to various offices for comments and recommendations and
had, not yet arrived on his desk. This was due in part to the large
amount of University business awaiting him when he became President of the University. I know he will have it in a few days. I cannot
speak for President Hitch, but I have every reason to believe this
subject will be considered by the Chancellors and Regents at the
March Regents' meeting. I will even back this up with a small
<>
wager —say a glass of beer.

This is the way I believe one could summarize this:
' 'The Associated Students of the University of California Medical
Center at San Francisco proposes and Chancellor Willard C. Fleming recommends that a Rathskeller or Hofbrau be developed in the
Millberry Union for service to student union members and their
guests. The proposal is that a license for the sale and consumption
of beer be obtained in the name of the University from the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control.

Furtado.Don

Giusti, Bob Hunt, Brian Johnston, Art Kobal, Al Landucci,
Phyllis Long, Denis Michaud, Kathy
Peters, Nancy Ryti, Peggy Wood,
George Yavorsky,

Ron Zeichek.
Following

Jim Young,

and

the presentation,

President Hitch engaged in a brief
exchange of questions and ideas
with the students, bringing the evening to a close.

President Charles Hitch receives Cal Clubkey from former Acting
President of the University Harry Wellman.

"The Hofbrau would sell pizza, other foods, soft drinks and beer
In the student union cafeteria during hours when the public cafeteria is not operating: 5-11 p.m., Monday through Thursday, and
5 midnight, Friday and Saturday. The Hofbrau would be operated
by the student union food service division, as part of the food service
operations. Alterations of existing facilities does not involve significant expenses and will not impair public cafeteria operation.

-

"Beer can be sold on the campus only if a license is issued
by the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control. Informal discussions with the Department indicate that there is no general
legal or policy barrier to such a license. The Department, however, would not rule on any particular case except after application, investigation, public notice, and hearing.
"The license would be applied for by the Chancellor in the name
of the University, and the University would be responsible for
compliance with license conditions. The Chancellor will provide
regulations and supervision. Regulations will Include the issuance
only to members of the student union of non-transferable photoidentification cards substantiating the-legal age of patrons. Beer will
be served at tables only, by students who are employed as waiters.
No beer will be served to anyone under twenty-one years of age.
"So far as University policy is concerned, the matter of whether
or when to allow beer on campuses has in recent years been the
responsibility of Chancellors. There is an understanding that any
significant policy changes regarding alcoholic beverages on campus
will first be discussed at the Council of Chancellors. General Counsel's Office has, of course, frequently explained and interpreted
the various legal requirements.
President Hitch initiates Chancellor Fleming into Cal Club.

"This would be the first on-sale beer license for service to students at a University of California campus. Chancellor Fleming
supports the proposal enthusiastically and the ASUCMC strongly
urges its approval. It would provide a convenient, economical, and
enjoyable facility for the students.

"The Medical Center is a professional school campus with a more
mature student body than general campuses. Ninety-three percent

of the students are twenty-one years of age or older and therefore
meet legal requirements to buy and consume beer. The higher age
level reduces the problem of enforcing age restrictions while increasing student demand for the privilege.
"It is believed that the particular conditions provide a basis for
a satisfactory operation and the Chancellor should be authorized to
apply to the Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control for a beer
license in connection with the Hofbrau as proposed,"
After reading this over, I will now give you odds —two beers to

one.

Sincerely yours,
Willard C. Fleming, D.D.S.

Chancellor

